RCA Programs
root cause analysis

Turnkey Workshop

Achieve a stronger return on your Sologic®
training investment by building a sustainable RCA
program with a clear roadmap for success.
After years of working with organizations across a wide range of industries, we
observe that clients consistently attain better results when they align and integrate
their root cause analysis program with their existing work processes and systems.
This not only supports their unique business goals – it anticipates and eliminates
roadblocks that could impede RCA success. The Sologic Turnkey Workshop gathers
stakeholders, managers, leaders and key team members to create and unite around
a strategic, specific RCA plan.
Choose the 1.5-day Turnkey or four-hour Turnkey Light workshop and prepare your
organization to realize greater results from your analyses and investigations. Our
experienced workshop facilitator will work with your team to create and implement
a complete change management plan to support your RCA goals. You’ll finish the
workshop with a detailed checklist that clearly outlines action items, roles and
responsibilities, KPIs, and corrective action tracking systems.
By investing less than two days in upfront planning, you’ll realize substantially larger
benefits from your root cause analysis efforts and ensure the sustainability of your
program – even if an important employee leaves the team. It’s an affordable and
cost-effective way to define your RCA goals, minimize pain points, and increase your
return on investment (ROI). You will finish the workshop with a complete program
roadmap and work process.

Your Turnkey Roadmap
•
•
•
•
•

Detailed plans outlining employee professional development objectives and training plans
Fully-defined team responsibilities with individually-assigned roles
Specific KPIs, program impact goals, RCA threshold triggers and success metrics
Plans for integrating solutions with corrective action tracking systems
Change management plans to minimize both human and systematic disruptions, road blocks
and organizational issues
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Empower Yourselflogic RCA method
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Align Sologic RCA with business goals and objectives
Develop specific investigation criteria and KPIs to track program success
Determine the right people to benefit from Sologic training
Map out a tailored RCA implementation and change management plan
Ensure immediate and long-term program success and sustainability
Maximize ROI and realize greater benefits from performing RCAs
Clarify goals, address concerns, unify the team, and ensure stakeholder buy-in

Why Sologic RCA? e Sologic RCA method
•
•
•
•
•

Draws on the most advanced cause-and-effect methods and best practices; simultaneously
simple – focused on steps that deliver value and save time
Universal, scalable, practical and intuitive for RCA novices and experts alike
Logical, complete and accurate process and terminology that’s aligned with how the world
actually works
Takes the focus away from non-specific causes, opinion, blame and punishment; shifts the
focus to systemic causes, objectivity, collaboration and data
Client feedback and field investigation experience consistently feeds continuous improvement
of the method and training

Program Details
•
•
•
•

Choose from Sologic Turnkey (1.5 days on-site) or Turnkey Light (half-day on-site)
Workshop is customized and modular, based on pre-session phone interviews
Follow-up Sologic consulting services available as needed
Program development workshop precedes team Sologic RCA training
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